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Abstract
The edit distance is a basic string similarity measure used in many ap-
plications such as text mining, signal processing, bioinformatics, and so on.
However, the computational cost can be a problem when we repeat many
distance calculations as seen in real-life searching situations.
A promising solution to cope with the problem is to approximate the edit
distance by another distance with a lower computational cost. There are,
indeed, many distances have been proposed for approximating the edit dis-
tance. However, their approximation accuracies are evaluated only theoreti-
cally: many of them are evaluated only with big-oh (asymptotic) notations,
and without experimental analysis. Therefore, it is beneficial to know their
actual performance in real applications.
In this study we compared existing six approximation distances in two ap-
proaches: (i) we refined their theoretical approximation accuracy by calculat-
ing up to the constant coefficients, and (ii) we conducted some experiments,
in one artificial and two real-life data sets, to reveal under which situations
they perform best. As a result we obtained the following results: [Batu 2006]
is the best theoretically and [Andoni 2010] experimentally. Theoretical con-
siderations show that [Batu 2006] is the best if the string length n is large
enough (n ≥ 300). [Andoni 2010] is experimentally the best for most data
sets and theoretically the second best. [Bar-Yossef 2004], [Charikar 2006]
and [Sokolov 2007], despite their middle-level theoretical performance, are
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experimentally as good as [Andoni 2010] for pairs of strings with large al-
phabet size.
Keywords: Edit Distance, Function Approximation, Distortion, q-gram
1 Introduction
The edit distance between two strings x and y, denoted by de(x, y) in this paper,
is defined by the minimum number of character-wise edit operations (insertions,
deletions or substitutions) to identify x and y (Section 2.1). The distance has been
intensively researched because it naturally fits for many real-life situations: er-
ror detection in documents, noise analysis in signal processing, mutation-tolerant
database searching in genomes and proteins, and so on [1, 2].
A weak point of the edit distance is its quadratic computation cost O(n2), where
n is the string length to be compared. Many efforts, therefore, have been devoted
to reduce the cost. They are separated by whether approximations of the distance
are conducted or not. Unless some approximation is made, it is hard to reduce the
worst-case computational cost from O(n2). Some methods without approximation
[3, 4] achieve the worst-case computational time O(nk), where k is the maximum
edit distance to be considered. This means O(n) if k is a constant; but O(n2) in
the worst case because k can be n. Only approximation methods can achieve a
linear or quasi-linear time such as O(n1+ε) or O(n(log n)m). Then the next ques-
tion with some approximation algorithms is whether they have sufficiently good
approximation accuracy or not.
To answer the question, we will do in this paper the following studies:
Theoretical evaluations: We consider the distortion (Section 2.2.1) as a typical
measure of approximation accuracy. Many approximation algorithms (four
out of six in this paper) conducted only big-oh (asymptotic) analyses in the
distortion, for example, O(n log n) rather than 100n log n. However, in real-
life situations, non-asymptotic distortions are desired. So we refine the anal-
yses so as to reveal the constant factors.
Experimental evaluations: Most existing methods (all of six in this paper) have
not received any experimental evaluation on the approximation accuracy. So
we examine their experimental accuracy in three datasets (one artificial and
two real).
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2 Preparation
2.1 Definitions for strings
Throughout the paper, by Σ we denote the alphabet (the set of characters). Let Σn
be the set of all strings of length n.
For a string x, we denote by |x| the length of x, by x[i] the ith character of x,
and by x[i.. j] the substring of x consisting of its ith to jth characters. A q-gram is
a substring of length q.
The edit distance [1] de(x, y) for two strings x, y is defined by the minimum
number of edit operations: inserting, deleting or substituting one character in x to
make x be identical to y.
2.2 Distortion
2.2.1 Definition
We use the distortion, also known as the approximation factor, as a measure of
approximation accuracy of a function defined as follows:
Definition 1 [5][6] Given a set S , a non-negative function f (z) and a non-negative
approximation function ˜f (z), the distortion of ˜f (z) to f (z) is defined by the smallest
K ∈ [1,+∞) such that
∃K′ ∈ (0,+∞),∀z ∈ S : f (z) ≤ K′ ˜f (z) ≤ K f (z).
The concept is illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that, in this paper, S is given as a set
of pairs of strings {z = (x, y)} since we consider f (z) = de(x, y) and ˜f (z) = ˜de(x, y),
where ˜de(x, y) is a string distance approximating de(x, y). The value of K shows
the ratio of the upper bound (K/K′) f (z) to the lower bound (1/K′) f (z). A smaller
value of distortion K (≥ 1), therefore, means better approximation. Especially,
K = 1 means that f (z) and ˜f (z) are proportional to each other.
2.2.2 Asymptotic/non-asymptotic distortion analysis
The distortion is an intuitive measure for showing how close the value of the ap-
proximation distance ˜de(x, y) is to the original distance de(x, y). However, we have
to pay attention to what the distortion actually means in several conditions (Fig. 2).
First we notice that the value of distortion, in general, becomes larger as the
string length n increases, assuming |x| = |y| = n (Fig. 2, (a) and (b)). Taking this
tendency into account, many of existing papers evaluate the distortions by big-oh
notations, that is, how slowly the value K increases as n increases.
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(   : a sample in S)
f(z)~
f(z)0
f(z) = (K/K’)f(z)~
f(z) = (1/K’)f(z)~
Figure 1: The concept of distortion K over a set S
de~
de0
(a) n is small
de~
de0
(b) n is large
de~
de0 θ
(c) de(x, y) ≥ θ
Figure 2: Several situations in distortion evaluation
We should also notice another tendency that the distortion is often affected
strongly by string pairs with a small value of de (Fig. 2(b)(c)). To ignore such an
exceptional situation, some of the existing methods are evaluated only in the range
of de ≥ θ with a threshold θ (Fig. 2(c)).
3 Outline of existing approximation methods
We chose six approximation algorithms to be compared from the two viewpoints:
coverage of almost all state-of-the-art algorithms and implementation easiness. We
explain those algorithms in four groups according to their characteristics.
q-gram-based algorithms (two of: [7]=[Bar-Yossef 2004], [8]=[Sokolov 2007])
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These two algorithms approximate the edit distance by counting occurrences
of q-grams in given two strings, and then take the difference between them.
Ulam-metric-based algorithms (two of: [6]=[Charikar 2006], [9]=[Andoni 2009])
These two algorithms are originally developed for the Ulam metric, which is
the edit distance in the set of strings whose characters are all distinct [6].
It can be shown that the Ulam metric is applicable for the edit distance
between general strings with some simple operations (Section 5.1). The
distance computation of the two algorithms exploits the property that every
string does not contain the same character twice or more. For example, in
[Charikar 2006], the distance is defined as the sum of |1/(x−1[b] − x−1[a]) −
1/(y−1[b] − y−1[a])| for all pairs (a, b) ∈ Σ × Σ, where x−1[a] denotes the
position of a found in the string x (omitted if a is not in x).
Restricted alignment algorithms (one of: [10]=[Andoni 2010])
The edit distance can be regarded as a character-wise alignment between
two strings [1]. [Andoni 2010] uses q-gram-wise alignment instead and as-
sures certain approximation accuracy even if a pruning in the calculation is
conducted1 .
Shrinking algorithms (one of: [11]=[Batu 2006])
Batu’s algorithm converts given strings into shorter ones by merging some
characters into one such as “abcbbabc” → “XYX” with the rule “abc” →
“X” and “bb” → “Y”. Then it computes the edit distance of the converted
strings as the approximated distance.
4 Refined theoretical distortions
4.1 Outline
We re-analyzed the six algorithms to obtain their distortions with constant factors.
The results are shown in Table 1.
Before analyzing the table in detail in Section 4.3, in Section 4.2 we explain
how the constant factors are extracted from big-oh notations, and how the accuracy
evaluations with inequalities are converted to distortions with a threshold θ.
1The algorithm of [Andoni 2010] needs O(n2) time if no pruning is made, which is equal to that
of the edit distance.
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Table 1: Refined distortions. Here, ˜de is the approximated distance of de; the strings are limited to length n; a threshold θ is
employed to limit de ≥ θ in some algorithms. In logarithms, the bases are 2 for lg and e for ln, respectively.
Algorithm Original distortion Original inequality Refined distortion
[Bar-Yossef 2004] [7]
de ≤ k ⇒
˜de ≤ 4kq, †
de ≥ 13(kn) 23 ⇒ ˜de ≥ 8kq
13
2θ1/3 n
2/3
[Batu 2006] [11] min
{
n
1
3+o(1), (de) 12+o(1)
}
4(2c − 1)
(
lg((2c − 3)k) + 1 + (c−1)2
c
)
‡
[Charikar 2006] [6] O(n log n)†† 48n(1 + ln n)/max{1, θ}
[Sokolov 2007] [8]
de ≤ k ⇒
˜de ≤ 2k(n+2)n ,
de > k ⇒ ˜de ≥ 2k−8n
+∞ (θ ≤ 5),nθ+2
θ−5 (θ > 5)
[Andoni 2009] [9] O(n)†† 3400n
[Andoni 2010] [10] 12 lg n‡‡ 12 lg n‡‡
Note:
† q denotes the q-gram. In the algorithm, q is set to n2/3/(2k1/3).
‡ c = max{(lg lg n)/(lg lg lg n), 2}.
†† In [Charikar 2006] and [Andoni 2009], the distortions are derived for the Ulam metric as O(log n) and O(1), respectively. We multiplied them
by O(n) (more precisely, 2n) so as to be applicable to general strings (Section 5.1).
‡‡ The distortion is shown in the original paper ([10], pp. 16 in the full version).
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u(de)
l(de)
de~
de0 θ
(a) l(de) ≤ ˜de ≤ u(de)
de~
de0 θ
de = αde~
de = βde~
(b) Distortion for de ≥ θ
Figure 3: Conversion of lower and upper bounds to a distortion
4.2 Derivation of distortions
For each algorithm whose distortion is given in a big-oh notation ([Batu 2006],
[Charikar 2006], [Andoni 2009] and [Andoni 2010]), we examined every step in
the algorithm. The detailed derivations are given in Appendix A.
For each algorithm whose accuracy is bounded by inequalities ([Bar-Yossef
2004] and [Sokolov 2007]), we calculated its distortion by the following procedure.
Detailed distortion calculations for the two algorithms are shown in Appendix B.
Let ˜de be bounded by two functions of de as l(de) ≤ ˜de ≤ u(de) for de ≥ θ (Fig.
3(a)). Then the distortion K of ˜de for de ≥ θ is upper-bounded by Kθ = u(θ)/l(θ)
under the monotonicity of slopes u(de)/de and l(de)/de. Indeed, if u(de)/de and
l(de)/de are monotonically decreasing and increasing in de ≥ θ, respectively, then
K = (supde≥θ u(de)/de)/(infde≥θ l(de)/de) ≤ (u(θ)/θ)/(l(θ)/θ) = u(θ)/l(θ) = Kθ.
Therefore we can obtain the distortion when the monotonicity of them are con-
firmed.
4.3 Comparison of calculated distortions
Now we examine the refined distortions shown in Table 1. We note that all these
algorithms can be now compared in a unified expression.
First we classify these algorithms in the complexity order. Note that we can
assume that θ takes an order between O(1) and O(n) since the edit distance takes a
value between 0 and n. Assuming θ = O(1) as an ordinary case, they are ordered
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as:
• Sub-logarithmic (O((log log n)2)): [Batu 2006]
• Logarithmic (O(log n)): [Andoni 2010]
• Sublinear (O(nα(<1))): [Bar-Yossef 2004]
• Linear (O(n)): [Sokolov 2007], [Andoni 2009]
• Super-linear (O(n log n)): [Charikar 2006]
Therefore, [Batu 2006] is the best for θ = O(1) then [Andoni 2010] follows. For
θ = O(n), [Charikar 2006] also has the same logarithmic order. Thus [Charikar
2006] and [Andoni 2010] are comparable for θ = O(n).
Next let us compare the distortions in more detail. Since the refined distortions
reveal the constants, we can compare algorithms for every specific value of n. We
show the result in Fig. 4. In the figure we set θ = n (maximum θ) for [Bar-Yossef
2004], [Charikar 2006] and [Sokolov 2007] to evaluate optimistic distortion values.
It is observed as expected that [Batu 2006] outperforms the others if n is large
enough. However, when n is not so large, say, n ≤ 300, [Bar-Yossef 2004] is the
best. Such a range of effective n is not obtained until our analyses made clear the
constant factors.
Focusing on the absolute value of distortion, it ranges from 10 to 100 for 100 ≤
n ≤ 10000. We might need to investigate whether such large values are acceptable
in real-life applications, keeping in mind that they are evaluated in the worst case.
5 Experimental comparison
5.1 Procedure
Next we compared them experimentally to know their practical usefulness.
For each data set that will be explained in detail later, we make ready a set S
of 10,000 pairs of strings S = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . ., (x10000, y10000)}. We computed
the distortion for S for the six approximation distances.
We used one artificial and two real-life data sets as follows:
Random (n ∈ {100, 300, 1000}, |Σ| ∈ {4, 20}, e ∈ {4, 30}):
First we choose x from Σn at random with equal probability and initialize y
by x. Then we modify y until the total operation cost becomes e: (a) replace
a randomly chosen character in y with a randomly chosen character from
Σ (probability: 2/3, cost: 1) or (b) delete a randomly chosen character in y
8
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 10000
 1e+06
 1e+08
 1e+10
 1e+12
 1  10  100  1000  10000  100000  1e+06
D
is
to
rti
on
 K
θ
String length n
[Bar-Yossef 2004]
[Charikar 2006]
[Batu 2006]
[Sokolov 2007]
[Andoni 2009]
[Andoni 2010]
Figure 4: Distortions of six approximation methods.
Note: θ = n for [Bar-Yossef 2004], [Charikar 2006] and [Sokolov 2007].
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and then insert a randomly chosen character at a randomly chosen position
(probability: 1/3, cost: 2), where all random choices of characters and po-
sitions are conducted with equal probability. Note that de(x, y) equals e in
most cases but can be less than e.
DDBJ (n ∈ {100, 300, 1000}):
DDBJ (DNA Data Bank of Japan) is a DNA nucleobase sequence database
service [12]. We used “ddbjhum1” data (|Σ| = 15; 4 of them occupy 99.95%).
To unify the string length in each data set, we constructed the data set as
follows: For n = 100, we gathered strings of length 100 to 299 in ddbjhum1
and truncated the 101st character or after. Similarity, for n = 300 and n =
1000, we collected strings of length 300 to 999 for n = 300 and 1000 to 2999
for n = 1000, respectively.
UniProt (n ∈ {100, 300, 1000}):
UniProt (Universal Protein Resource) is an amino acid sequence (i.e. pro-
tein) database service [13]. We used “UniProtKB-SwissProt” data (|Σ| = 25;
20 of them occupy 99.99%). We conducted the data set constructions in the
same manner as in DDBJ.
For the algorithms assuming the Ulam metric ([Charikar 2006] and [Andoni
2009], Section 3), where all characters in a string are expected to be distinct, we
“expanded” the alphabet from Σ to Σt for each string pair x, y so that (x[1..t], . . . , x[n−
t+1..n]) are distinct and so do (y[1..t], . . . , y[n−t+1..n]) with as small t as possible.
It can be shown that the distortion with this expansion is at most 2t times that under
the Ulam metric [6].
When algorithms have parameters ([Bar-Yossef 2004], [Batu 2006], [Sokolov
2007] and [Andoni 2010]), we chose the smallest distortions over some candidates
of parameters as follows:
• q ∈ {2, 4, 6} for q-grams ([Bar-Yossef 2004] and [Sokolov 2007]2).
• c ∈ {2, 4} and j = 1 for [Batu 2006] (see Appendix A for details). As a result,
the theoretical distortion of [Batu 2006] is (2c−1) · [4c+ {8(2c−3)k}c−1 ]/c =
12[1 + ⌈lg |Σ|⌉] = 72 with c = 2 and |Σ| = 20, a constant against n. It needs
O(n2) time.
• Tree node pruning (the trade-off between the computational time and the
accuracy) is not conducted on [Andoni 2010] (the highest accuracy). It needs
Ω(n2) time.
2Following the description in the papers [Bar-Yossef 2004] and [Sokolov 2007], B and q1 corre-
sponds to q, respectively. In [Sokolov 2007], parameter q2 is also set to q.
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Table 2: Best algorithm according to the alphabet size |Σ|, the string length n and
the number of edits (an upper bound of the edit distance) e.
Bar-Yossef
2004
n = 100
Sokolov
2007
Sokolov
2007
Andoni
2010
Charikar
2006
Charikar
2006
Andoni
2010
n = 300 n = 1000 n = 100 n = 300 n = 1000
|Σ| = 4 |Σ| = 20
e = 4
e = 30
e ~ n
(real-life)
Edit distance
5.2 Results
We show the experimental results in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Table 2. From Fig. 5 we
see that actual values of distortion are far less than their theoretical values, often
10 times or more (one scale mark in Fig. 5). This is mainly because theoretical
distortions are obtained in the worst case but real data are not the case.
We also see from Fig. 5 that the behavior (the outline of curves) obeys well
the theoretical prediction, especially in [Batu 2006] and [Andoni 2010], whose
asymptotic distortions are O(1) and O(log n) under the condition of this experiment,
respectively.
Then we list the best algorithms depending on |Σ|, n and e in Table 2 and the
detailed comparison in Fig. 6. We assumed “e ∼ n” in the two real-life data
sets (DDBJ and UniProt) in Table 2, since they contain strings coming from many
organic components and thus most string pairs have large (nearly n) edit distance.
We can see that [Andoni 2010], theoretically the second best, is almost always
the best: it is the best for the two real-life data sets (DDBJ and UniProt) and nearly
the best even for Random data set. On the other hand, theoretically the best algo-
rithm [Batu 2006] did not yield the smallest distortion for any data set. Rather, as
seen in Table 2, [Bar-Yossef 2004], [Charikar 2006] or [Sokolov 2007] becomes
the best for Random data sets. Indeed, from Fig. 6, the conditions under which
these algorithms achieved the smallest or near distortion are |Σ| = 20 for [Bar-
Yossef 2004] and [Sokolov 2007], and e = 4, 30 for [Charikar 2006]. The possible
explanation of their good achievements is as follows:
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(a) [Bar-Yossef 2004] (b) [Batu 2006]
(c) [Charikar 2006] (d) [Sokolov 2007]
(e) [Andoni 2009] (f) [Andoni 2010]
Figure 5: Experimental distortions of six algorithms. Gray lines denote |Σ| = 20
data sets including UniProt. The theoretical value of [Batu 2006] is different from
that in Table 1 (constant against n; see Section 5.1).
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(a) Random, |Σ| = 4, e = 4 (b) Random, |Σ| = 20, e = 4
(c) Random, |Σ| = 4, e = 30 (d) Random, |Σ| = 20, e = 30
(e) DDBJ (|Σ| ∼ 4, e ∼ n) (f) UniProt (|Σ| ∼ 20, e ∼ n)
Figure 6: Distortions of six data sets. Distortions larger than 30 are omitted from
the charts.
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• [Bar-Yossef 2004] and [Sokolov 2007] showed better results for relatively
large |Σ|. This is because they are q-gram-based algorithms. When |Σ| is
large, q-grams over Σ appearing in a string become more distinct even if
the value of q is small. This means that the effect of appearance order3
disappears and thus q-gram distance becomes close to the edit distance.
• [Charikar 2006] showed better results for |Σ| = 20 or (|Σ| = 4 and e = 30).
This is because the distortion due to the alphabet expansion (Section 5.1)
can be small. When |Σ| is large or e is not so small compared with n, the
expansion length t to satisfy the Ulam condition can be small, especially in
Random data set because uniform randomness works well.
We have analyzed only the distortion so far. However, there is a trade-off be-
tween the distortion and the computational cost. The computational costs of the six
algorithms ranges from O(n) ([Bar-Yossef 2004], [Charikar 2006] and [Sokolov
2007]) to O(n1+ε) ([Batu 2006], [Andoni 2009] and [Andoni 2010]). In addition,
in the latter three algorithms, we can control the trade-off by changing the value of
ε. Since we carried out the experiment with ε ∼ 1 (i.e. the least distortion at the
expense of large time complexity O(n2) same as the edit distance), it might be bet-
ter to take into account the time complexity for choosing an algorithm in practical
problems.
6 Conclusion
We have compared six approximation algorithms of the edit distance in distortion,
a measure of approximation accuracy, from the practical point of views: theoretical
distortions without big-oh (asymptotic) notations, and experimental distortions in
artificial and real-life data.
By the theoretical comparison, we have revealed the conditions on the string
length n for which these algorithms work best. The asymptotically best algorithm,
[Batu 2006], was practically the best for n ≥ 300, while [Bar-Yossef 2004] was
the best for smaller n. In the experimental comparison, however, [Batu 2006] did
not yield the best distortion for any data set, while [Andoni 2010] was the best or
nearly best for most of real data sets, and [Bar-Yossef 2004], [Charikar 2006] and
[Sokolov 2007] were the best or nearly best for large |Σ|. Since they are faster than
[Batu 2006] and [Andoni 2010], it is worth changing the algorithm depending on
the problems at hand.
3A counter example is x = “abcdefgh” and y = “efghabcd”: the difference of appearance order
makes the edit distance be large (de(x, y) = 8 = n) while 2-gram distance [8] is small (2).
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The contribution of the paper is that this analysis revealed the ranges of n where
each approximation algorithm works better than the others with the absolute value
of distortion, and that the experimental results revealed a large gap between theo-
retical and practical values of distortion in the algorithms.
In the future work, in addition to the discussion on the computational cost, we
will narrow the gap between theoretical and experimental distortions by control-
ing de and θ in more detail (Section 4.3 and 5.2). We are also planning to apply
them for real-life applications like biological sequence analyses, signal processing,
or logging data analyses to confirm the accuracy and the computational time are
practical enough.
Appendix
A Details of the distortion refinement without the big-oh
notation
Let log∗b x, called the iterated logarithm [14], be the minimum i ≥ 0 such that
logb(logb(. . . logb x))︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
i ‘log’s
≤ 1. If x ≤ 1 then log∗b x
def
= 0. log∗b x grows very slowly
compared to x, e.g. lg∗ x = 3 if x ∈ (4, 16] and lg∗ x = 4 if x ∈ (16, 65536].
A.1 [Batu 2006]
In Batu’s algorithm [11], we first divide a string x into blocks of length c to 2c − 1
and compute the edit distance block-wise (i.e. treating a block as a character). As a
result, the computational cost becomes O((n/c)2) after one division. The algorithm
has two parameters c ≥ 2, j ≥ 1.4 j describes the number of the alphabet reduc-
tions (a string conversion process that only determines the boundaries of blocks).
Note that we need to increase c in accord with n by c = ω(1) to assure o(n2)-time
computation. The authors of the paper take c = (lg lg n)/ lg lg lg n (the end of Sec-
tion 5 of [11]). In Section 4 we took c = max{lg lg c/(lg lg lg c), 2} instead. In
Section 5 we fixed c = 2 for the theoretical distortion since we took only c = 2, 4
for the experiment.
4There is another parameter ℓ, but we fixed ℓ = 1 since it is enough for the single use of the
distance ([11], pp. 799).
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The distortion K is given by
K = (2c − 1) · O((3c2 log c)c/c + log∗ kc) (1)
(Theorem 4.1 in [11], pp. 797)
= (2c − 1) · [4c(log∗ kc + O(1)) + O((3c2 log c)c)]/c
(Lemma 4.5 in [11], pp. 797)
= (2c − 1) · [4c j + O((3c2 log c)c)]/c. (2)
(Lemma 4.5 in [11], pp. 797)
where k = ⌈lg |Σ|⌉ is the number of bits to describe a character. The remained big-
oh notation O((3c2 log c)c) is evaluated as follows: O((3c2 log c)c) is obtained from
2k j where ki = (c − 1) · (⌈lg((2c − 3)ki−1)⌉ + 2), k0 = k (pp. 796 in [11]).
A.1.1 The case of j = 1
If j = 1, used in Section 5, then k1 = (c − 1) · (⌈lg((2c − 3)ki−1)⌉ + 2) ≤ (c − 1) ·
(lg((2c − 3)k) + 3) and thus the distortion becomes
K ≤ (2c − 1) · [4c + {8(2c − 3)k}c−1]/c. (3)
A.1.2 The case j is large enough
Then we consider the case j is large enough for the small distortion. In this case
k j becomes the fixed point of ki = (c − 1) · (⌈lg((2c − 3)ki−1)⌉ + 2). We can easily
confirm that k j ≤ 4(c − 1)2 since it is larger than (c − 1) · (⌈lg((2c − 3)k)⌉ + 2) for
any c ≥ 2.5 In addition, j is large enough with lg((2c − 3)k) + 1 if k ≥ k j since
the number of binary digits of ki in the recurrence is reduced by at least one except
for the final recurrence. As a result, from the expression (2), an upper bound of the
distortion becomes
K = (2c − 1) · [4c j + O((3c2 log c)c)]/c
≤ 4(2c − 1)
(
lg((2c − 3)k) + 1 + (c − 1)
2
c
)
.
5We found an upper bound ˆk j = 4(c − 1)2 as follows: since k is asymptotically larger than
(c − 1) · (⌈lg((2c − 3)k)⌉ + 2) in k, ˆk j must satisfy ˆk j ≥ (c − 1) · (⌈lg((2c − 3) ˆk j)⌉ + 2). As a result,
k j = ω(c) is required. Thus we first take k = γ(c − 1)2 and then supplied the constant γ to satisfy the
inequality.
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A.2 [Charikar 2006]
The distortion of Charikar’s method [6] is evaluated as O(log n) for Ulam met-
ric. First we show its value without big-oh notation. The approximation function
‖ f (P) − f (Q)‖, where P and Q are strings satisfying the Ulam condition, is evalu-
ated as follows in [6]:
‖ f (P) − f (Q)‖ ≤ 3(1 + ln n) ≤ 3(1 + ln n)de(P, Q)
θ
(if P , Q; in Lemma 2.2, pp.211 in [6])
‖ f (P) − f (Q)‖ ≥ de(P, Q)/8
(in Lemma 2.3, pp.212 in [6])
Thus we get de(P, Q)/8 ≤ ‖ f (P) − f (Q)‖ ≤ 3(1 + ln n) de(P,Q)max{1,θ} , where θ is replaced
with max{1, θ} since the expression above does not consider the case de(P, Q) = 0.
This concludes the distortion of ‖ f (P) − f (Q)‖ for the Ulam metric is 24(1+ln n)
max{1,θ} .
In addition, in the manner in Section 5.1, the distortion for any strings is
24(1+ln n)
max{1,θ} · 2n =
48n(1+ln n)
max{1,θ} since t is at most n.
A.3 [Andoni 2009]
The distortion for [Andoni 2009] [9] is concluded as O(1) for the Ulam metric.
We have removed the big-oh notation as follows: The approximation function
dNEG,∞,1(φ(P), φ(Q)), where P and Q are strings satisfying the Ulam condition,
is evaluated as follows in [9]:
dNEG,∞,1(φ(P), φ(Q)) ≥ de(P, Q)/50
(Proof of Theorem 1.1, pp.870)
dNEG,∞,1(φ(P), φ(Q)) ≤ 17de(P, Q)
(Proof of Theorem 1.1, pp.871)
de(P, Q) ≤ de(P, Q) ≤ 2de(P, Q)
(Section 1.5, pp.868)
As a result, the distortion for Ulam metric is calculated as 50 · 17 · 2 = 1700. In
addition, in the manner in Section 5.1, the distortion for any strings is 1700 · 2n =
3400n since t is at most n.
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B Details of the distortion calculation from inequalities
B.1 [Bar-Yossef 2004]
The upper and the lower bounds of [7]=[Bar-Yossef 2004] are given byde ≤ k ⇒
˜de ≤ 4kq,
de ≥ 13(kn) 23 ⇒ ˜de ≥ 8kq. (with q = n2/3/(2k1/3))
As a result we obtain
4
13
de ≤ ˜de ≤ 2(den)2/3.
As shown in Section 4.2, since u(de)/de = 2(n2/de)1/3 and l(de)/de = 4/13 are
monotonically decreasing and increasing, respectively, the distortion for de ≥ θ is
Kθ = u(θ)/l(θ) = 2(θn)2/3/( 413θ) = (13n2/3)/(2θ1/3).
B.2 [Sokolov 2007]
The upper and the lower bounds of [8]=[Sokolov 2007] are given by
de(x, y) ≤ k ⇒ ˜de(x, y) ≤ (2k(n + 2))/n,
de(x, y) > k ⇒ ˜de(x, y) ≥ 2(k − 4)/n. (4)
Note that the distortion should be treated as +∞ if θ ≤ 5 since ˜de(x, y) can be
zero if de(x, y) is less than 5, that is, k is less than 4, from (4). Otherwise we obtain
2(de − 5)/n ≤ ˜de ≤ (2de(n + 2))/n.
As shown in Section 4.2, since u(de)/de = (2de(n+ 2))/(nde) and l(de)/de = 2(de −
5)/(nde) are monotonically decreasing and increasing, respectively, the distortion
for de ≥ θ is Kθ = u(θ)/l(θ) = [(2θ(n + 2))/n]/[2(θ − 5)/n] = (θ(n + 2))/(θ − 5).
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